Merchant Congressman In The Young
Republic
Eventually, you will certainly discover a further experience and talent by spending more cash. still
when? realize you endure that you require to acquire those all needs taking into consideration
having significantly cash? Why dont you attempt to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats
something that will guide you to understand even more not far off from the globe, experience, some
places, following history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your entirely own epoch to bill reviewing habit. in the midst of guides you could enjoy now is
Merchant Congressman In The Young Republic below.

Politics and Government Neil L. Shumsky
2020-11-26 Volume 3 "POLITICS and
GOVERNMENT’ of the American Cities; series.
This collection brings together more than 200
scholarly articles pertaining to the history and
development of urban life in the United States
during the past two centuries. The articles about
municipal government contained in the third
volume include discussions of how rapid
urbanization in the early nineteenth century
produced a chain reaction, creating first the
need for new political institutions, then the rise
of machine politics, and, finally, reform
movements that designed, advocated, and
implemented new institutional structures such
as the commission and city manager forms of
government. Volume 3 also includes articles that
consider the nature of intergovernmental
relations at the end of the twentieth century and
the connections between the governments of
cities and the governments of the regions
surrounding them—localities, states, and the
nation.
Merchants and Migrations Sam Mustafa
2017-07-12 This title was first published in 2001.
Looking at German-American relations between
1776 and 1835, this study argues that it was
day-to-day commercial contacts, rather than
official diplomatic ties that forged the way in
establishing good relations between the two
countries. Although concerned with trade, this
work is not strictly one of economic history, but
instead looks at how wider economic trends
impacted upon the socio-cultural and political
merchant-congressman-in-the-young-republic

connections.
The Presidency of Thomas Jefferson Forrest
McDonald 1976 Examines Jefferson's
performance as president, delineating the
ideology and agrarian ideal underlying his
decisions and actions and evaluating his abilities
as policymaker, administrator, and diplomat
Bosom Friends Thomas J. Balcerski 2019 A
dual biography of bachelor politicians James
Buchanan and William Rufus King that analyzes
a much-discussed intimate friendship in
nineteenth-century American politics.
Asylum for Mankind Marilyn C. Baseler
2018-10-18 Ever since the Age of Discovery,
Europeans have viewed the New World as a
haven for the victims of religious persecution
and a dumping ground for social liabilities.
Marilyn C. Baseler shows how the New World's
role as a refuge for the victims of political, as
well as religious and economic, oppression
gradually devolved on the thirteen colonies that
became the United States. She traces
immigration patterns and policies to show how
the new American Republic became an "asylum
for mankind." Baseler explains how British and
colonial officials and landowners lured settlers
from rival nations with promises of religious
toleration, economic opportunity, and the "rights
of Englishmen," and identifies the liberties,
disabilities, and benefits experienced by
different immigrant groups. She also explains
how the exploitation of slaves, who immigrated
from Africa in chains, subsidized the living
standards of Europeans who came by choice.
American revolutionaries enthusiastically
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assumed the responsibility for serving as an
asylum for the victims of political oppression,
according to Baseler, but soon saw the need for
a probationary period before granting
citizenship to immigrants unexperienced in
exercising and safeguarding republican liberty.
Revolutionary Americans also tried to
discourage the immigration of those who might
jeopardize the nation's republican future. Her
work defines the historical context for current
attempts by municipal, state, and federal
governments to abridge the rights of aliens.
The Papers of Thomas Jefferson, Retirement
Series, Volume 1 Thomas Jefferson 2018-06-05
This volume inaugurates the definitive edition of
papers from Thomas Jefferson's retirement. As
the volume opens, a new president is installed
and Jefferson is anticipating his return to
Virginia, where he will pursue a fascinating
range of personal and intellectual activities. He
prepares for his final departure from
Washington by settling accounts and borrowing
to pay his creditors. At Monticello he tells of his
efforts to restore order at his mismanaged mill
complex, breed merino sheep, and otherwise
resume full control of his financial and
agricultural affairs. Though he is entering
retirement, he still has one foot firmly planted in
the world of public affairs. He acknowledges a
flood of accolades on his retirement and has
frequent exchanges with President James
Madison. While fielding written requests for
money, favors, and advice from a kaleidoscopic
array of relatives, acquaintances, strangers,
cranks, anonymous writers, and a blackmailer,
he maintains a wide and varied correspondence
with scientists and scholars on both sides of the
Atlantic. The volume's highlights include firsthand accounts of Jefferson's demeanor at his
successor's inauguration and one of the most
detailed descriptions of life at Monticello by a
visitor; Jefferson's recommendations on book
purchases to a literary club and a teacher;
chemical analyses of tobacco by a French
scientist that first isolated nicotine; the earliest
descriptions of the death of Meriwether Lewis;
one of Jefferson's most eloquent calls for
religious tolerance; and his modest assessment
of the value of his writings in reply to a printer
interested in publishing them.
Liberty Tree Alfred F. Young 2006-11-06 With
merchant-congressman-in-the-young-republic

the publication of Liberty Tree, acclaimed
historian Alfred F. Young presents a selection of
his seminal writing as well as two provocative,
never-before-published essays. Together, they
take the reader on a journey through the
American Revolution, exploring the role played
by ordinary women and men (called, at the time,
people out of doors) in shaping events during
and after the Revolution, their impact on the
Founding generation of the new American
nation, and finally how this populist side of the
Revolution has fared in public memory. Drawing
on a wide range of sources, which include not
only written documents but also material items
like powder horns, and public rituals like
parades and tarring and featherings, Young
places ordinary Americans at the center of the
Revolution. For example, in one essay he views
the Constitution of 1787 as the result of an
intentional accommodation by elites with nonelites, while another piece explores the process
of ongoing negotiations would-be rulers
conducted with the middling sort; women,
enslaved African Americans, and Native
Americans. Moreover, questions of history and
modern memory are engaged by a compelling
examination of icons of the Revolution, such as
the pamphleteer Thomas Paine and Boston's
Freedom Trail. For over forty years, history
lovers, students, and scholars alike have been
able to hear the voices and see the actions of
ordinary people during the Revolutionary Era,
thanks to Young's path-breaking work, which
seamlessly blends sophisticated analysis with
compelling and accessible prose. From his
award-winning work on mechanics, or artisans,
in the seaboard cities of the Northeast to the all
but forgotten liberty tree, a major popular icon
of the Revolution explored in depth for the first
time, Young continues to astound readers as he
forges new directions in the history of the
American Revolution.
The Contagious City Simon Finger 2012-05-03
By the time William Penn was planning the
colony that would come to be called
Pennsylvania, with Philadelphia at its heart,
Europeans on both sides of the ocean had long
experience with the hazards of city life, disease
the most terrifying among them. Drawing from
those experiences, colonists hoped to create new
urban forms that combined the commercial
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advantages of a seaport with the health benefits
of the country. The Contagious City details how
early Americans struggled to preserve their
collective health against both the strange new
perils of the colonial environment and the
familiar dangers of the traditional city, through a
period of profound transformation in both
politics and medicine. Philadelphia was the
paramount example of this reforming tendency.
Tracing the city’s history from its founding on
the banks of the Delaware River in 1682 to the
yellow fever outbreak of 1793, Simon Finger
emphasizes the importance of public health and
population control in decisions made by the
city’s planners and leaders. He also shows that
key figures in the city’s history, including
Benjamin Franklin and Benjamin Rush, brought
their keen interest in science and medicine into
the political sphere. Throughout his account,
Finger makes clear that medicine and politics
were inextricably linked, and that both
undergirded the debates over such crucial
concerns as the city’s location, its urban plan, its
immigration policy, and its creation of
institutions of public safety. In framing the
history of Philadelphia through the imperatives
of public health, The Contagious City offers a
bold new vision of the urban history of colonial
America.
Baltimore Matthew A. Crenson 2019-10-01
Peering into the city's 300-odd neighborhoods,
this fascinating account holds up a mirror to
Baltimore, asking whites in particular to
reexamine the past and accept due responsibility
for future racial progress.
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series
Library of Congress. Copyright Office 1974
Community Leadership in Maryland,
1790-1840 Whitman H. Ridgway 2018-07-11
American democracy has fascinated generations
of historians. They have probed its philosophical
foundations and the structure of its institutions,
but their studies reveal little about those who
really wielded power in the formative years of
the republic. Employing a sophisticated research
design, Whitman Ridgway examines the
changing leadership patterns in four diverse
communities in Maryland from 1790 to 1840.
The results indicate clearly the need to study the
American democratic process at the local level.
Ridgway selected Baltimore City, Frederick, St.
merchant-congressman-in-the-young-republic

Marys, and Talbot counties -- representing the
underlying economic and cultural diversity of
one political culture, Maryland -- to evaluate who
governed, how these patterns differed from one
community to another, and how such patterns
changed over time. The research design defines
the scope of the study. Ridgway uses the
decisional method of analysis, determining who
actually made decisions, in order to identify the
political leaders. His extensive research in
manuscript and newspaper collections, tax and
census data, and religious and geneological
records gathered information on some 1,300
persons. This study of community power
illuminates facets of a democratic society which
perplexed Alexis de Tocqueville over a century
ago. Ridgway demonstrates that, despite the
expansion of popular participation in political
affairs, the influence of the wealthy continued to
be significant. He shows also how leaders
without benefit of wealth or social ties to the
oligarchies were able to enter community
decision making. In a more modern context, this
important book adds to the literature in several
ways. Its greatest contribution is methological -no longer can historians talk about power
relationships without studying them directly.
The work also compares two important periods,
the first and second party eras, normally treated
in isolation; and through this comparison it
reveals much about democracy, egalitarianism,
and power. Originally published 1979. A UNC
Press Enduring Edition -- UNC Press Enduring
Editions use the latest in digital technology to
make available again books from our
distinguished backlist that were previously out
of print. These editions are published unaltered
from the original, and are presented in
affordable paperback formats, bringing readers
both historical and cultural value.
The Origins of Jeffersonian Commercial Policy
and Diplomacy Doron S. Ben-Atar 1993-02-19
Very few Americans regretted seeing Thomas
Jefferson leave the White House in the winter of
1809. The man who led the Republican party
from opposition to power and who
overwhelmingly defeated Charles C. Pinckney in
1804 had had a disastrous second term. The
military stalemate in Europe with Napoleon
controlling the continent and the Royal Navy
ruling the seas ushered the Franco-British war
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into a new phase of blockades and counterblockades with both sides raiding neutral
American shipping. The administration
responded by prohibiting all American exports to
the belligerents. The Embargo brought the
booming American economy to a screeching
halt, and as economic distress grew resentment
over the measure spread from merchants to
farmers and mechanics. The Origins of
Jeffersonian Commercial Policy and Diplomacy
examines the evolution of Jefferson's commercial
ideas and policies from his days as a young
revolutionary to his presidency. It analyzes the
way in which Jefferson worked out his
conflicting approaches to commerce not only as
a thinker but also as a policy maker. It examines
the tensions between rejecting commerce
altogether as a threat to republican virtue, and
promoting commerce as a necessary vehicle for
the maintenance of American prosperity. It
traces Jefferson's life-long commitment to the
policy of commercial coercion and places
American policy in the context of the global
competition between England and France.
Without deviating from the narrative format,
Professor Ben-Atar reflects on a variety of
contested issues in early American
historiography, from the debate over eighteenthcentury republicanism to the birth of American
foreign policy.
Senators of the United States 1995
The Olmsted Case M. Ruth Kelly 2005 Equally
important is that the Olmsted matter gives us a
window into the world of ordinary citizens.
Gideon Olmsted was a Revolutionary soldier, a
privateer, and a merchant. He was victimized by
the state of Pennsylvania, by an impotent federal
government unable to enforce its own decrees,
by jurisdictional disputes between government
bodies, and by the machinations of partisan
politicians." -- BOOK JACKET.
Affairs of Honor Joanne B. Freeman
2002-01-01 Offering a reassessment of the
tumultuous culture of politics on the national
stage during America's early years, when
Jefferson, Burr, and Hamilton were among the
national leaders, Freeman shows how the rituals
and rhetoric of honor provides ground rules for
political combat. Illustrations.
Madison's Gift David O. Stewart 2015-02-10
Historian David O. Stewart restores James
merchant-congressman-in-the-young-republic

Madison to his proper place as the most
significant Founding Father and framer of the
new nation: “A fascinating look at how one
unlikely figure managed to help guide…a
precarious confederation of reluctant states to a
self-governing republic that has prospered for
more than two centuries” (Richmond TimesDispatch). Short, plain, balding, neither soldier
nor orator, low on charisma and high on
intelligence, James Madison cared more about
achieving results than taking the credit. Forming
key partnerships with Washington, Jefferson,
Monroe, and his wife Dolley, Madison achieved
his lifelong goal of a self-governing
constitutional republic. It was Madison who led
the drive for the Constitutional Convention and
pressed for an effective new government as his
patron George Washington lent the effort
legitimacy; Madison who wrote the Federalist
Papers with Alexander Hamilton to secure the
Constitution’s ratification; Madison who joined
Thomas Jefferson to found the nation’s first
political party and move the nation toward broad
democratic principles; Madison, with James
Monroe, who guided the new nation through its
first war in 1812, and who handed the reins of
government to the last of the Founders. But it
was his final partnership that allowed Madison
to escape his natural shyness and reach the
greatest heights. Dolley was the woman he
married in middle age and who presided over
both him and an enlivened White House. This
partnership was a love story, a unique one that
sustained Madison through his political rise, his
presidency, and a fruitful retirement. In
Madison’s Gift, David O. Stewart’s “insights are
illuminating….He weaves vivid, sometimes
poignant details throughout the grand sweep of
historical events. He brings early history alive in
a way that offers today’s readers perspective”
(Christian Science Monitor).
Merchant Congressman in the Young Republic
Frank A. Cassell 1971
No God But Gain Stephen Chambers 2015-09-01
The decisive role of the illegal slave trade in the
making of the United States From 1501 to 1867
more than 12.5 million Africans were brought to
the Americas in chains, and many millions died
as a result of the slave trade. The US
constitution set a 20-year time limit on US
participation in the trade, and on January 1,
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1808, it was abolished. And yet, despite the
spread of abolitionism on both sides of the
Atlantic, despite numerous laws and treaties
passed to curb the slave trade, and despite the
dispatch of naval squadrons to patrol the coasts
of Africa and the Americas, the slave trade did
not end in 1808. Fully 25 percent of all the
enslaved Africans to arrive in the Americas were
brought after the US ban – 3.2 million people.
This breakthrough history, based on years of
research into private correspondence; shipping
manifests; bills of laden; port, diplomatic, and
court records; and periodical literature, makes
undeniably clear how decisive illegal slavery was
to the making of the United States. US economic
development and westward expansion, as well as
the growth and wealth of the North, not just the
South, was a direct result and driver of illegal
slavery. The Monroe Doctrine was created to
protect the illegal slave trade. In an engrossing,
elegant, enjoyably readable narrative, Stephen
M. Chambers not only shows how illegal slavery
has been wholly overlooked in histories of the
early Republic, he reveals the crucial role the
slave trade played in the lives and fortunes of
figures like John Quincy Adams and the
“generation of 1815,” the post-revolution cohort
that shaped US foreign policy. This is a
landmark history that will forever revise the way
the early Republic and American economic
development is seen.
The Slaves' Gamble Gene Allen Smith
2013-01-22 Images of American slavery conjure
up cotton plantations and African American
slaves locked in bondage until the Civil War. Yet
early on in the nineteenth century the state of
slavery was very different, and the political
vicissitudes of the young nation offered diverse
possibilities to slaves. In the century's first two
decades, the nation waged war against Britain,
Spain, and various Indian tribes. Slaves played a
role in the military operations, and the different
sides viewed them as a potential source of
manpower. While surprising numbers did assist
the Americans, the wars created opportunities
for slaves to find freedom among the Redcoats,
the Spaniards, or the Indians. Author Gene
Smith draws on a decade of original research
and his curatorial work at the Fort Worth
Museum in this fascinating and original
narrative history. The way the young nation
merchant-congressman-in-the-young-republic

responded sealed the fate of slaves for the next
half century until the Civil War. This drama
sheds light on an extraordinary yet little known
chapter in the dark saga of American history.
The Republic Afloat Matthew Taylor Raffety
2013-03-04 In the years before the Civil War,
many Americans saw the sea as a world apart,
an often violent and insular culture governed by
its own definitions of honor and ruled by its own
authorities. The truth, however, is that legal
cases that originated at sea had a tendency to
come ashore and force the national government
to address questions about personal honor,
dignity, the rights of labor, and the meaning and
privileges of citizenship, often for the first time.
By examining how and why merchant seamen
and their officers came into contact with the law,
Matthew Taylor Raffety exposes the complex
relationship between brutal crimes committed at
sea and the development of a legal
consciousness within both the judiciary and
among seafarers in this period. The Republic
Afloat tracks how seamen conceived of
themselves as individuals and how they defined
their place within the United States. Of interest
to historians of labor, law, maritime culture, and
national identity in the early republic, Raffety’s
work reveals much about the ways that
merchant seamen sought to articulate the ideals
of freedom and citizenship before the courts of
the land—and how they helped to shape the laws
of the young republic.
Jefferson's Treasure Gregory May 2018-08-07
George Washington had Alexander Hamilton.
Thomas Jefferson had Albert Gallatin. From
internationally known tax expert and former
Supreme Court law clerk Gregory May comes
this long overdue biography of the remarkable
immigrant who launched the fiscal policies that
shaped the early Republic and the future of
American politics. Not Alexander Hamilton--Albert Gallatin. To this day, the fight over fiscal
policy lies at the center of American politics.
Jefferson's champion in that fight was Albert
Gallatin---a Swiss immigrant who served as
Treasury Secretary for twelve years because he
was the only man in Jefferson's party who
understood finance well enough to reform
Alexander Hamilton's system. A look at Gallatin's
work---repealing internal taxes, restraining
government spending, and repaying public debt5/9
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--puts our current federal fiscal problems in
perspective. The Jefferson Administration's
enduring achievement was to contain the federal
government by restraining its fiscal power. This
was Gallatin's work. It set the pattern for federal
finance until the Civil War, and it created a
culture of fiscal responsibility that survived well
into the twentieth century.
Captives and Countrymen Lawrence A. Peskin
2009-03-23 Intro -- Contents -- Preface -Introduction -- PART 1 CAPTIVITY AND THE
PUBLIC SPHERE -- 1 Captivity and
Communications -- 2 The Captives Write Home -3 Publicity and Secrecy -- PART 2 THE IMPACT
OF CAPTIVITY AT HOME -- 4 Slavery at Home
and Abroad -- 5 Captive Nation: Algiers and
Independence -- 6 The Navy and the Call to Arms
-- PART 3 CAPTIVITY AND THE AMERICAN
EMPIRE -- 7 Masculinity and Servility in Tripoli - 8 Between Colony and Empire -- 9 Beyond
Captivity: The Wars of 1812 -- Conclusion
Captivity and Globalization -- Appendix: Lists of
Letters from Captives -- Notes -- Index -- A -- B -C -- D -- E -- F -- G -- H -- I -- J -- K -- L -- M -- N -O -- P -- R -- S -- T -- U -- V -- W -- X, Y, Z.
Trading Freedom Dael A. Norwood 2022-01-18
Introduction: America's Business with China -Founding a Free, Trading Republic -- The
Paradox of a Pacific Policy -- Troubled Waters -Sovereign Rights, or America's First Opium
Problem -- The Empire's New Roads -- This Slave
Trade of the Nineteenth Century -- A ProppedOpen Door -- Death of a Trade, Birth of a
Market.
Fallen Founder Nancy Isenberg 2007 Challenges
popular beliefs about the Revolutionary era
figure, revealing how Alexander Hamilton
subverted Burr's career through a slanderous
letter-writing campaign, in a portrait that
presents evidence of Burr's political talents and
dedicated patriotism
The Republic of Letters Thomas Jefferson
1995
Pro Tem United States. Congress. Senate 2008
NOTE: NO FURTHER DISCOUNT FOR THIS
PRINT PRODUCT--OVERSTOCK SALE -Significantly reduced list price Prepared under
the direction of Nancy Erickson, Secretary of the
Senate. Includes a preface by Senator Robert C.
Byrd, who was serving as the President Pro Tem
in 2008. Provides a history of the office followed
merchant-congressman-in-the-young-republic

by portraits and brief biographies of the
Senators who served as President Pro Tem
between 1789 and 2007. Other resources
produced by the United States (U.S./US) Senate
can be found here: https:
//bookstore.gpo.gov/agency/515"
Establishing Congress Kenneth R. Bowling
2005 Establishing Congress: The Removal to
Washington, D.C., and the Election of 1800
focuses on the end of the 1790s, when, in rapid
succession, George Washington died, the federal
government moved to Washington, D.C., and the
election of 1800 put Thomas Jefferson and the
Democratic-Republican party in charge of the
federal government.Establishing Congress
dispels the myths and misinformation that
surround the federal government's move to
Washington and demonstrates that the election
of 1800 changed American party politics forever,
established the success of the American
experiment in government, and completed the
founding of the Republic. It also contends that
the lame-duck session of Congress had farreaching implications for the governance of the
District of Columbia. Later chapters examine
aspects of the political iconography of the
capitol---one illuminating Jefferson's role in
turning the building into a temple for the
legislature and an instrument for nationbuilding, another examining the fascinating
decades-long debate over burying George
Washington in the Capitol. The collection
considers as well the political implications of
social life in early Washington, examining the
political lobbying by Washington women within a
social context and detailing the social and
political life in the city's homes, hotels,
boardinghouses and eating messes. Establishing
Congress is an invaluable reference work for
anyone interested in these pivotal moments in
American history.Kenneth R. Bowling is coeditor, with Donald R. Kennon, of Inventing
Congress: Origins and Establishment of the First
Federal Congress (Ohio, 1999), Neither
Separate nor Equal: Congress in the 1790s
(Ohio, 2000), and The House and Senate in the
1790s: Petitioning, Lobbying, and Institutional
Development (Ohio, 2002).Donald R. Kennon is
chief historian of the U.S. Capitol Historical
Society. He is general editor of the Ohio
University Press series Perspectives on the
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History of Congress, 1789?1801, which contains
the present volume, and the series Perspectives
on the Art and Architectural History of the
United States Capitol.
Origins of American Political Parties John F.
Hoadley 2021-12-15 The first appearance of
parties on the American political scene has been
a subject of debate in both history and political
science; most scholars have argued that parties
did not develop until the nineteenth century.
John F. Hoadley challenges that conclusion,
arguing convincingly that substantial parties
emerged within the first decade after creation of
the new government. Examining patterns of rollcall voting in the early congresses, he finds that
discernible coalitions existed between 1789 and
1803. These coalitions began to assume the form
of parties as early as the Second Congress, and
the evidence for their functioning as parties
becomes overwhelming by the time of the Jay
Treaty debate in 1796. The distinctive
contribution of this study lies in its quantitative
analysis of congressional voting. From this
analysis emerges a picture, derived from
multidimensional scaling, of the rise of voting
coalitions. Thus one can clearly see evidence of
party formation in Congress as well as the
impact of issues and external alliances on these
voting coalitions. Origins of American Political
Parties makes a valuable contribution to political
science and to history. Political scientists will
find that insights into the emergence of the first
parties in the United States shed light on the
shifts in party alignments in later years and will
help them to understand the forces that shaped
a nation's first use of this key political
institution. Historians will find here new
evidence on the development of a fundamental
element in America's early political history.
Millions for Defense Frederick Leiner
2014-01-15 The title of this book comes from a
toast popular with Americans in the late
1790s—“millions for defense, not a cent for
tribute.” Americans were incensed by demands
for bribes from French diplomats and by
France’s galling seizures of U.S. merchant ships,
and as they teetered towards open war, were
disturbed by their country’s lack of warships.
Provoked to action, private U.S. citizens decided
to help build a navy. Merchants from
Newburyport, Massachusetts, took the lead by
merchant-congressman-in-the-young-republic

opening a subscription to fund a 20-gun warship
to be built in ninety days, and they persuaded
Congress to pass a statute that gave them
government “stock” bearing 6 percent interest
in exchange for their money. Their example set
off a chain reaction down the coast. More than a
thousand subscribers in the port towns pledged
money and began to build nine warships with
little government oversight. Among the
subscription ships were the Philadelphia, later
lost on the rocks at Tripoli; Essex, the first
American warship to round the Cape of Good
Hope; and Boston, which captured the French
corvette Le Berceau. This book is the first to
explore in depth the subject of subscribing for
warships. Frederick Leiner explains how the
idea materialized, who the people were who
subscribed and built the ships, how the ships
were built, and what contributions these ships
made to the Quasi-War against France. Along
the way, he also offers significant insights into
the politics of what is arguably the most critical
period in American history.
The War of 1812 Donald R Hickey 2012-01-15
This comprehensive and authoritative history of
the War of 1812, thoroughly revised for the
200th anniversary of the historic conflict, is a
myth-shattering study that will inform and
entertain students, historians, and general
readers alike. Donald R. Hickey explores the
military, diplomatic, and domestic history of our
second war with Great Britain, bringing the
study up to date with recent scholarship on all
aspects of the war, from the Gulf of Mexico to
Canada. The newly expanded The War of 1812:
A Forgotten Conflict, Bicentennial Edition
includes additional information on the British
forces, American Indians, and military
operations such as the importance of logistics
and the use and capabilities of weaponry. Hickey
explains how the war promoted American
nationalism and manifest destiny, stimulated
peacetime defense spending, and enhanced
America's reputation abroad. He also shows that
the war sparked bloody conflicts between prowar Republican and anti-war Federalist
neighbors, dealt a crippling blow to American
Indians, and solidified the United States's
antipathy toward the British.
Merchant Organization and Maritime Trade in
the North Atlantic, 1660-1815 International
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Maritime Economic History Association 1998
This book presents the challenges faced by
maritime merchants operating in the North
Atlantic in the early modern period, and
examines the opportunities, aspirations, and
methods utilised in the pursuit of profitable
trade. The book collects nine essays and a
reflective conclusion, which cumulatively
explore the major themes of trade within
empires; growth of trade; new initiatives within
trade empires; government initiatives in relation
to maritime mercantile trade; merchant
migration; and changes in international trade.
The book attempts to provide scholarly insight
and perspectives into early modern economic
life, through the maritime mercantile activities
of various European and North American
nations.
1812 George Daughan 2011-10-04 Tells the
story of how America's war fleet, only twenty
ships strong, was able to defeat the world's
greatest imperial power through a combination
of nautical deftness and sheer bravado to win
the War of 1812.
Senators of the United States Diane B. Boyle
1995 S. Doc. 103-34. Compiled by Jo Anne
McCormick Quatannens, Diane B. Boyle,
editorial assistant, prepared under the direction
of Kelly D. Johnston, Secretary of the Senate.
Lists scholarly works that profile the lives and
legislative service of senators and their
autobiographies and other published works.
Chesapeake Politics, 1781-1800 Norman K.
Risjord 1978 Chronicles the political
developments in Maryland, Virginia, and North
Carolina immediately following the Revolution,
and the rise of the Federalist and Republican
parties.
National Duties Gautham Rao 2016-04-26 This
study of 19th century commerce and federal
oversight “reveals the importance of customs
houses in the creation of the federal
government” (Choice). In the wake of the
American Revolution, the young nation found
itself victorious, liberated, and in millions of
dollars of debt. To address this founding
financial crisis, the nascent federal government
devised a system of taxes on imported goods and
installed custom houses at the nation’s ports to
collect the fees. But, as the United States
became dependent on this revenue, the import
merchant-congressman-in-the-young-republic

merchants gained outsized influence over the
daily affairs of the custom houses. As the United
States tried to police this commerce in the early
nineteenth century, the merchants’ stranglehold
on custom house governance proved to be
formidable. In National Duties, Gautham Rao
makes the case that the early development of
the federal government and the modern
American state lie in these conflicts at
government custom houses—specifically in the
period between the American Revolution and the
presidency of Andrew Jackson. Rao argues that
the contours of the government emerged from
the push-and-pull between these groups, with
commercial interests gradually losing power to
the administrative state, which only continued to
grow and lives on today.
Rethinking America John M. Murrin 2018 This
volume brings together the seminal essays of
John M. Murrin on the American Revolution, the
United States Constitution, and the early
American Republic. 'Rethinking America'
explains why a constitutional argument within
the British Empire escalated to produce a
revolutionary republic.
The Mechanics of Baltimore Charles G. Steffen
1984
Defending the Old Dominion Stuart Lee Butler
2013 Defending the Old Dominion describes
historical events in Virginia during the War of
1812, examining how Virginia's militia was
organized, supplied, and financed by the
Commonwealth. The book discusses the militia's
unpreparedness in training, its lack of adequate
ordnance and arms, and how that affected its
ability to defend the state against British
incursions during the war. Political activities of
the Virginia legislature and the U.S. Congress
are examined with special reference to how the
state financed the war and its relationship with
the U.S. government. The book includes the
fascinating story of nearly two thousand former
slaves who fled to British ships to fight in
Virginia with British forces.
The Encyclopedia of the Wars of the Early
American Republic, 1783–1812: A Political,
Social, and Military History [3 volumes]
Spencer C. Tucker 2014-06-11 Relatively little
attention has been paid to American military
history between 1783 and 1812—arguably the
most formative years of the United States. This
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encyclopedia fills the void in existing literature
and provides greater understanding of how the
nation evolved during this era. • Offers
comprehensive, accessible, in-depth information
and analyses in a format that lends itself to
quick and easy use for readers from the high
school level to senior scholars researching the
field • Provides in-depth coverage of the
Tripolitan War, key weapons, major battles, and
Native Americans and Native American tribes

merchant-congressman-in-the-young-republic

The Caribbean and the Atlantic World Economy
Adrian Leonard 2016-01-12 This collection of
essays explores the inter-imperial connections
between British, Spanish, Dutch, and French
Caribbean colonies, and the 'Old World'
countries which founded them. Grounded in
primary archival research, the thirteen
contributors focus on the ways that participants
in the Atlantic World economy transcended
imperial boundaries.
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